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Making it Easy to Be Seen Worldwide 

Tampa, FL – Do you want to be seen worldwide? On webinars, internet TV shows, video blogs, and even 
social media? To save you all sorts of time and money, radio hosts and podcasters today, often interview 
their guest experts on video. Traditional live conferences and conventions often give you the option of 
participating online – making it so easy! 

To reach more people around the world, Rebecca Hall Gruyter and Joanne Weiland frequently strategize to 
create new platforms that make it easy for you, the expert, to be seen, be heard. 

Joanne Weiland,  founder of LinktoEXPERT, was on the Dallas, TX and East Bay, CA Speaker Talent 
Search™ Panel of Influencers in 2017. She was among many leaders/experts who came together to bring 
hundreds of speaking opportunities to professional presenters. She found it so exciting, she also 
participated in the Tampa, FL Speaker Talent Search™ this year. 

“If you are an established or aspiring speaker who would love to have a television producer, multiple 
networks, and community leaders put you in front of their audiences, then you’re about to learn the fastest, 
easiest way to make that happen. The Speakers Talent Search™ has also teamed up with other leaders 
holding events with live stages, radio show hosts, a TV host and producer, and several community leaders 
and we’re combining forces to fill hundreds of speaking spots. We’re also creating powerful events around 
our speakers and are excited to bring the Speaker Talent Search™ to the global market”, said Rebecca.  

Many people believe success comes from who you know. Weiland believes, “It is who knows you and what 
you can do for them. You must consistently share how you can simplify their life.” 

In addition to working together on the Speakers Talent Search™, Rebecca and Joanne collaborate and 
utilize Rebecca’s RHG Magazine & TV Guide (see story page 5 and LinktoEXPERT ad page 30) 
http://bit.ly/RHGMagazineandTVGuideSpring2018-LinktoEXPERT 

About Rebecca Hall Gruyter - the founder and owner of Your Purpose Driven Practice and the RHG TV 
Network, and creator of the Women’s Empowerment Series events and TV show, the Speaker Talent 
Search™, Talk Radio Show Host and Guest Training Programs and CEO of RHG Media Productions. 
She is an in-demand speaker, expert money coach and a frequent guest expert on success panels, tele-
summits, as well as TV and radio shows. Contact Rebecca if you would like to be considered as a panelist 
for her talent searches. 

About LinktoEXPERT - Since 2007 LinktoEXPERT makes it easy to be seen consistently online, on stage, 
on social media and be heard frequently on radio and pod cast interviews which results in being known as 
the expert worldwide. Imagine the empowerment you feel when you focus on what you do best and let the 
LinktoEXPERT community do the rest. You elevate your status by allowing decision makers to regularly 
assess your talents; review your education, experience, and achievements making it easy to hire you in 
minutes. Together we save time, money and our reputations. 
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